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I. What is at stake?

The relationship between European competition law and national broadcasting law has been under discussion since the European Commission (Commission) published its first Green Paper on the establishment of the common market for broadcasting in 1984.\(^1\) In the last decade, a number of political interventions in favour of public service broadcasting have been important to the development of this relationship, namely the introduction of Article 151 EC Treaty through the Treaty of Maastricht (1991), the Amsterdam Protocol (1997)\(^2\) and the Council’s follow-up Resolution (1999).\(^3\) On the other hand, the Commission and the European Court (EJC) during the same time have stressed the necessity of “full compliance” of public broadcasters’ activities with the common market rules, both in general statements and in individual cases.\(^4\) In the end this “full compliance-line” has provoked several conflicts between European competition law and public service broadcasting. Probably the most important recent conflict relates to the question of whether the funding of public broadcasters is compatible with Article 87 EC Treaty.\(^5\) In an investigation in which the two German public broadcasters have been involved, the Commission finally has approved the funding of two special interest channels (Phoenix and Kinderkanal), but has done without accepting the primary competence of the member states for regulatory and financing measures in broadcasting. Instead of this, the Commission not only insists that the funding of public service broadcasting should not distort the common interest of free trade, but also reminds the member states of what the Commission seems to believe is their obvious duty, namely “to define” the public service remit.\(^6\)
In this recent case the relationship between European competition law and public service broadcasting is, for the first time, very closely linked with the drift towards an increasing diversification of public broadcasters’ services on offer. One aspect of this tendency consists of the launching of special-interest channels like Phoenix or BBC-News. Another aspect involves creating special services outside traditional programming as, for instance, services on the web. In particular, the phenomenon of “convergence” - I use this term with the caution needed here - makes it more and more unclear in which way public service obligations (“the public remit”) should be remodelled and adjusted to the conditions and prerequisites of a novel multimedia environment. The novel multimedia environment which itself is an environment of permanent change, and the possibilities and opportunities it offers for public broadcasters forces the former, as much as its private competitors, to constantly rethink and rearrange their own programming strategies and service policies.

The assumption this paper starts from is that the diversification of programming and the expansion of the services of public broadcasters present a big challenge for traditional public service obligations. In all European countries public broadcasters are, as organisations, subject to specific public interest obligations that often derive from the national constitution or, more precisely, from the jurisprudence of national constitutional courts. However, the new multimedia environment and the highly competitive media-markets compel public broadcasters to perform in new fields of (audio-visual) business. As a consequence of this expansion strategy, the legal obligations imposed on public broadcasters (regularly embodied in a set of regulatory values and policy objectives) are set under pressure. This tendency ultimately calls into question the binding effect of national broadcasting law. At the least it de-stabilises boundaries which had
been relatively fixed through previous decades. The issue at stake, therefore, may be circumscribed as a problem of fixing the scope of autonomy public broadcasters are subject to in the new multimedia world of dynamic markets and growing scarcity of attention. This is primarily a challenge to be coped with on the level of national broadcasting law. In addition, it forces us to re-examine the relationship between European competition law and national broadcasting law.

This paper presents a first attempt to deal with these challenges. It stresses two main aspects. First, the focus is on a reconstruction of the relation of European competition law and national broadcasting law as a non-hierarchical conflict of concurring legal orders (“diagonal competence conflict”). The paper refers to the programming-autonomy of public broadcasters that is (not only in the German case) based on constitutional law, and particularly to their freedom to produce new programmes and new services. Against this background, the paper emphasises that European competition law has to take this autonomy of national broadcasting law more into account than it hitherto has (II - IV). In a second step the paper elaborates some considerations on the causes of the erosion of public service broadcasting obligations. It sketches some ideas on the way in which European competition policy in the audio-visual sector ought to be remodelled in order to grasp the new information-economy and its network-effects better than in recent years. This also involves a new role for European competition law in monitoring both public broadcasters programming strategies and also their new service policies (V).
II. Conflicts between European competition law and national broadcasting law

1. Public broadcasters between “free economy” and “regulated culture”
   (Art. 49 EC Treaty)

The conflicts between European competition law and national broadcasting law started with the issue whether the legal framework of the EC Treaty provides a sufficient legal basis for autonomous regulatory activities of the European Community in the media. The question whether the Community has the competence to establish specific regulations on national media systems and, similarly, to apply European competition law to public broadcasters has for long time been refused as an illegitimate extension of Community activity from the economic field to “culture”. In the legal debates of the 1970s and 1980s lawyers (and politicians) in many European member states (e.g. UK, Germany, Denmark, Belgium) rejected such a competence and particularly stressed the argument that public broadcasters belong to the realm of “culture”. However, as we all know, the ECJ had already judged in the Sacchi Case that the (trans-border) transmission of television signals involves the Treaty rules and that, thus, the media would fall within the provisions of the Treaty concerned with free movement of services (Article 49 EC Treaty). This judgement has been affirmed in several other rulings drawing no specific distinction between public and private media organisations. Whenever a measure or regulatory policy of a member state provides economic implications on market integration the general sphere of application of European competition law is open.
Nevertheless, this jurisprudence does not imply that European competition law contains an absolute prohibition on restrictions on competition in inter-state trade. In several cases the ECJ has judged that member states are allowed to ensure pluralism in the media through specific national broadcasting regulation as far as these measures are compatible with the proportionate principle. These reflections could be read as a contribution to the development of a legal regime of collision rules, but without going into details here, this jurisprudence does not seem quite clear in its doctrinal structures, in particular in the construction of the proportionate principle. Leaving these uncertainties beside, the assumption may be acceptable that the ECJ follows a “liberal model” of negative freedoms. This reading of the basic rights of the EC Treaty is very close to the concept of freedom of expression and information as promoted in the jurisprudence of the European Court, a jurisprudence, which the ECJ explicitly refers to in its own judgments. As a consequence of this jurisprudence, the securing of pluralism in the media by member states through specific public service obligations have to be classified as a restriction of the free flow of information guaranteed by the EC Treaty. This is, on the side, also valid for the binding effect public service broadcasting obligations have on commercial broadcasters.

The ECJ jurisprudence on the freedom of services might be acceptable all in all. A stable boundary between economy and culture is hard to define in the media and therefore, with regard to the potential economic and cultural implications of public broadcasters’ activities, the application of the European competition law in general may be acceptable. But one has to take into account that the ECJ concept of the freedom of services fundamentally differs from the national broadcasting law of most European member states. In the UK, France, Italy and Germany, to mention but a few, specific
legal obligations of public service broadcasting and the existence of public broadcasters have never been seen as the exception to the rule, i.e. as the exception to “free” media-markets. On the contrary, public service broadcasting had for a long time been considered as a very legitimate political form of organising broadcasting markets. This involves consequences for law as well. In Germany, and I will particularly refer to German law, broadcasting law is closely linked with constitutional law. Even more, the “dual” broadcasting system that has been established during the Europe-wide trend toward the abolition of the traditional public service broadcasting monopoly is, to a large extent, the result of the case law of the German federal constitutional court. However, from the viewpoint of the German federal court, there are not, firstly, given media markets and quasi-natural negative economic freedoms nor, secondly, a regulation which restricts and limits these freedoms. In fact, it is the exact opposite. The state and, particularly, the parliament are obliged to provide a pluralistic programme offer. This obligation has not only to be fulfilled by generating effective substantial law, e.g. programme-obligations, but also the court emphasises especially the significant role of procedural law in the sense of creating well functioning organisational models and, related to them, workable legal procedural solutions. Public broadcasters are at the centre of this entire concept. According to German law, public broadcasters are required to be the “fundamental provider” of the freedom of broadcasting (Article 5 (1) GG). Only if public broadcasters are able to efficiently produce a wide diversity and variety in their TV and radio programmes can it be justified in not requiring the same obligation from private broadcasters. Therefore public broadcasters are entitled to have their existence and future development guaranteed.
2. Exceptions within European competition law for public broadcasters - the example of Article 81 EC Treaty

Another field of conflict between the competition goals underlying the EC Treaty and public broadcasting has arisen in the domain of acquisition of programme-rights within the European Broadcasting Union (EBU). The EBU had originally been established to facilitate solutions to common legal and technical problems and to exchange (news) programmes, but in the last decade its framework has also been used to set up special agreements to co-ordinate programme-acquisition activities. Public broadcasters from different member states partially co-ordinate their purchasing of, especially the exclusive rights of (Hollywood) movies and big sport events (e.g. Olympic Games, Formula 1, football) through the EBU. The ECJ has indicated that such common activities could be assigned to the public service remit. Although Article 81 (1) EC Treaty contains an absolute prohibition on restrictions of competition within the common market, the EJC discussed whether EBU programme activities could grant a “cultural exception” and could therefore be declared inapplicable to European cartel law in the sense of paragraph 3. At first the Commission seemed to share this opinion. Common activities of EBU members would then have been granted a limitation on competition rules as far these undertakings are within the public service remit (and the obligation of “fundamental provision”). But beside this the commission also asked whether such an exception from the basic market and competition orientation of the EC Treaty could be acceptable. The Court in First Instance (EFI) went even further. It decided that the construction of competition law is not open for cultural considerations and exceptions because that
would destroy the rationale of competition law. Cultural aspects may be respected in a proportionality reasoning, but only if this reasoning allows the translation of cultural values like diversity in economic terms.¹⁹

Here we are again confronted with a collision between provisions of European competition law and national broadcasting law. And again it is notably a conflict of very different constitutional concepts underlying and pre-figuring the meaning and the goals of either one. Seen from the view of German constitutional law, Cartel law is based, broadly speaking, on a limitation of individual property rights as negative basic rights. This restriction is legitimate because the goal of cartel law is to secure and stabilise the rationale of competition as a permanent process of seeking dispersed information²⁰; and this is a non-dispensable prerequisite both for well functioning markets and also for individual rights. Contrary to this concept, the “dual” broadcasting system and the obligations deriving from here are related to a concept of positive basic rights. It is settled case-law that the “dual system”, and the diversity-orientated public service broadcasting obligations fixed in its legal statutes, have to be qualified as an expression of a “positive order” which itself is grounded in the German constitution. Therefore the public service broadcasting obligations are not a limitation of negative freedoms, but a generation of “real” freedom through legislative and legal means which are primarily based on procedural and organisational law. The legal conflict between European cartel law and national broadcasting law, therefore, could not be constructed, from the outset, as a vertical conflict on the basis of a common framework of evaluation (the case of subsidiarity). Instead, it is a conflict of different concepts of law on the same policy field, on the one hand, from the viewpoint of Cartel law, steered by competition goals, and, on the
other hand, from the viewpoint of national broadcasting-law that rests on political and cultural diversity obligations.

3. **The qualification of national public service-funding as state aid**  
   (Article 87, 88 EC-Treaty)

   An equivalent problem arises in the context of state aid in the meaning of Article 87 EC Treaty. In this context the Commission again tends towards an extensive interpretation. In the above-mentioned investigation procedure on “Phoenix” and the “Kinderkanal”, the Commission in the end approved the funding solely by a licence fee, but it still regards licence fees as state aid. At least as ambivalent is the jurisprudence of the CFI. Although the CFI in several judgements ruled against the Commission for failing to fulfil different (procedural) EC Law obligations, it decided that the Commission has exclusive jurisdiction to assess the compatibility of state aid with the common market.\(^{21}\)

   In case of the Portuguese public broadcaster, the CFI recently decided that the fact that a financial advantage is granted to an undertaking by public authorities in order to offset the cost of public service obligations has no bearing on the classification of that measure as state aid. However, it admitted that this aspect might be taken into account under Article 86 (2) EC Treaty.\(^{22}\)

   This ruling again evokes a conflict between European competition law and national broadcasting law. Here the collision lies in the fact that it is not compatible with constitutional law of different European member states to solely review whether certain channels of a public broadcaster are compatible with the state aid provisions. This may
be made clear again with reference to German constitutional law. In German broadcasting law the structure of the public service remit is of a highly complex character. Firstly, there exists a constitutional law obligation on state authorities to provide the public remit, but the remit itself is assigned to the broadcaster and its autonomy and independence from the state. Secondly, the state not only has the duty to ensure the existence of public broadcasting but also to finance its development and adjustment to new technological and economic environments, primarily through licence fees. Although the launching of the new nationwide TV Channels has been accompanied by legislative acts entrusting them it is not completely natural that every new programme has to be allowed by an “official act” of state authorities (as the Commission seems to believe). This would be an unacceptable narrowing down of the programming and financial autonomy of public broadcasters.  

III. The political conception of the European Community and the nature of EC Law

It is widely accepted in current legal debates that the nature of EC law is, to a great extent, dependent on the political conception one has of the European Community or, more generally, on certain ideologies of the final destination of the European “integration-process”. A mutual dependence between law and ideologies comes to the fore especially if the legal order is opened for purpose-orientated programmes, and legal reasoning has to adjust to this new style of political meaning-offers. For European law as well as European competition law are widely build on such offers, both the “applica-
tion” and also the more creative and self-productive tendencies towards an extensive interpretation by EC-authorities might legitimise the assumption of a pre-figuring of law by non-legal presuppositions. At least, this assumption may be considered as adequate for the “judicial activism” of the European Court and the processes of forming specific European legal doctrines in legal scholarship. So, for example, the European Court’s construction of the “effet util” hitherto has been a form of legal reasoning closely linked with the political idea of a European Federal State. This means that the core element of the Court’s approach, the way it is treating substantive obligations contained in the Treaty, is more or less motivated by a specific vision of the evolution of the European Community and the Common Market. Although the European Court might adjust this concept to make it inherent in EC law, this form of judicial pronouncement might quickly cause a lack of authority and legitimacy, in particular when such judicial activism is not accompanied by a wide consensus in the political sphere. This does not imply a general criticism of the Court’s judicial policy. I only want to emphasise that the price for the progressive introduction of politics into the concept of law brings an increase of meaning-possibilities and uncertainty of the latter. Thus, a mere “materialisation” of European Law (in the form of a close coupling between law and politics) is an insufficient answer to the orientation-problems of EC law.

However, in our context, it may be legitimate to reduce the debate about the just or “genuine” political and ideological concept underlying various interpretations of EC law to a core distinction and present only a “big picture”. From this perspective we may identify a concept which refers to the nation-state in the sense of an impermeable hierarchically structured, sovereign political body, and another concept which focuses on the nation-state also. However, the latter wishes to apply this top-down model on a
higher level of institutionalisation: on the level of the European Super-State. The entire discussion on the final destination of the European Community, which has just been renewed by different political statements\textsuperscript{28}, is still, to my mind, narrowed down to these two alternatives. But these argumentation-patterns may be a little too short-sighted because they ignore that the concept of the nation-state (as mentioned above) itself is, for various reasons, an outlet-model.\textsuperscript{29} This does not assert that we already live in an age beyond the nation-state or that the state would sooner or later disappear. But it does mean that the nation-state itself is going through a fundamental transformation-process (globalisation, privatisation, new technologies etc.) and that this transformation-process cannot be bypassed by merely lifting the implementation-level of the same model higher. For this reason a “third way” might be acceptable which would stress rather more the openness and unknown future of the European Community than its final destinations, integration-objectives and ends. The starting point of this approach would be a network-concept, i.e. to think about the European Community as an autonomous organisation, embedded in neighbourhood-like heterarchical, horizontal, co-operative relationships to other organisations in various regulatory fields and on various levels (national, international, world-wide etc.).\textsuperscript{30} One substantial consequence of such an approach would be to emphasise more the specifics and novelty of the European Community than to focus on the tradition of the nation-state and the political forms and institutions related to it.

Applied to European competition law a network-concept would, thus, endeavour to start a learning process in the self-description of European competition law. This learning-process would be primarily addressed to legal scholarship and it ought to be based on the starting point of bypassing both the preservation of a closed national legal
order as well as the establishment of a relatively homogenous supranational legal order. Instead of this the network-concept would call into question the (continental) tradition of a close link between state and law. It would shift the focus more towards processes of mutual co-ordination and even mutual “irritation” within a plurality of legal orders and a multiplicity of doctrinal-infrastructures. It would place itself within a world of legal pluralism, a plurality of legal cultures, divergent case law generated memory-capacities and a plurality of different traditions of conventions, social norms and practical knowledge. The end of EC law and European competition law would then become a reflexive one. EC law, not being subject to any final destination policy, would try to develop productive co-operative, horizontal forms of relationships between a plurality of legal orders. It would, on the one hand, try to keep national law sensitive to European competition law influences, but, on the other hand, preserve the knowledge and convention base accumulated in national legal orders and doctrines. Such a network-concept would not challenge both the idea of an autonomous legal order as well as legal integration and the necessity of “systematicity”. However, the network-concept would insist on the very precondition that EC Law is linked to the traditions of the member states (it cannot be imported from nowhere); and, furthermore, that even when it evolves out of these traditions (in the sense of leaving them behind and fusing from them new doctrines), EC law still has to reflect its own adaptation-capacity. This capacity that is primarily (and still will be for a foreseeable time) linked to national law and administrations and the divergent networks of infrastructures related to them will hardly be replaceable by EC law itself. Therefore EC law should be regarded more as a result of the emergence of new trans-national rather than supranational forms of law.
IV. Forms of co-operation and co-ordination between European competition law and national broadcasting law

1. The conflict between European competition law and national broadcasting law as a “diagonal competence conflict”

If we now ask for normative conclusions of the network-concept a re-examination of the conflicts between EC competition law and national broadcasting law must start from the point of constructing the relation between European and national law in a neighbour- hood-like, heterarchical way. European competition law is not linked with a hierarchical understanding of supra-nationalism in European law and the political concept of a European Federal State. European Law is not, as would be the case in a federal state, built on a hierarchical structured top-down model integrated through a relatively strict homogenisation of the member states’ legal orders, especially in basic legal issues (fundamental rights, civil law, corporate law etc.). It follows that the supremacy of European competition law over concurring regulations is not a given normative prerequisite. The latter is not even the case in a Federal State in which – Germany as an example again – federal law only displaces state law (Länderrecht) when the conflict of concurring legal rules and regulations share the same subject matter.35 But broadcasting law and European competition law are committed to different goals and policy objectives. Thus, according to a distinction Ch. Joerges and Ch. Schmidt have drawn attention to, the conflict between national broadcasting and European competition law has to be regarded as a “diagonal competence conflict”.36
A diagonal competence conflict has to be solved by other legal means than the EJC and the Commission have established hitherto. The jurisprudence of the ECJ tries to solve the diagonal competence conflict with a legal argumentation mainly based on proportionate aspects. The ECJ weights the advantages of media-diversity goals with its disadvantages and distorting effects on the common market and the restrictions imposed on basic freedoms. This is a highly flexible scheme that allows qualifying the public interest as compatible or incompatible with the integration requirement of competition law, dependent on the given context and the objectives of the rules or legislation of a member state. Beside the fact that such a form of purpose orientated flexibility is for various reasons not an ideal way to compensate the limits of traditional forms of legal reasoning (“deduction” and “application”), this concept is inappropriate because it ignores the autonomy and independence of national broadcasting law. Instead of taking national broadcasting law seriously, the consequence of the EJC reasoning is that broadcasting diversity has always to be granted as an exception to competition rules - although it is a non-economic objective.

However, this argumentation is not persuasive at all. Firstly, it overlooks that by Article 151 (4) EC Treaty the Community is explicitly bounded “to take cultural aspects into account in its action under other provisions of this Treaty, in particular in order to respect and to promote the diversity of its cultures”. Therefore, it should be clear that EC authorities are not only obliged to respect the cultural implications of broadcasting (on the common market). They are also committed to respect the autonomy of the member states’ broadcasting regulations and, in particular, to respect their margins of appreciation in implementing cultural interests in national broadcasting regulatory regimes. As the wording “respect” and “promote” proves Article 154 (4) EC Treaty nei-
ther opens a legislative competence for the Community nor commits the EC even to respect national cultural diversity in competition law. Article 154 (4) EC Treaty is not only a conflict rule within EC Law, but also “a renvoi to national culture”\(^3\), a rule that refers to “diversity as distinctiveness”.\(^4\) It is an explicit mandate of the EC Treaty that the Community is bound to solve the conflict between European competitive law and national broadcasting law, as one form of cultural diversity, in a concept of mutual cooperation and co-ordination in the sense shown above. Further, the prevailing argumentation of the ECJ needs to be re-modelled because the Amsterdam Protocol upholds this explicit mandate of Article 154 (4) EC Treaty. According to the Amsterdam Protocol this mandate includes as well the obligation of EC authorities to respect the public service remit “as conferred, defined and organised by each Member State”.\(^5\)

2. Consequences for public service obligations

More concretely these considerations may be useful to underpin a reading which constructs national public service obligations as an “immanent” limitation of European competition law and especially as a limitation within the freedom of services.\(^6\) Since European competition law is related “next” to the public service remit (and not “above” it) EC authorities are obliged to systematically seek possibilities of providing compatibility with national public service obligations in broadcasting. In the above discussed context of Article 81 EC Treaty this would imply that the Commission is not assigned to estimate EBU-agreements as a “prevention, restriction or distortion of competition” within the common market. Instead of this, it must be taken into account that the Europe-wide acquisition-policy of public broadcasters is a form of compensation, a way
to counteract economic disadvantages under the condition of rising prices for attractive programme-rights. The EBU-agreements help public broadcasters to simplify their programme-rights distribution among themselves; and this has to be regarded as a reaction to their limited financial possibilities that do not allow them to compete on the same level as commercial broadcasters. This must, at least, indicate a wide reading of the exemption provision of Article 81 (3). It might also have procedural consequences. As far as it is obvious that such activities are within the public remit (here: improvement of competitiveness in entertainment and sport-programming on the screens) in the way the member states define, organise and practise it, the Commission may be responsible for a constructive co-operation among institutions with inherent procedural obligations. The latter may include the rule that, due to the lack of supremacy between the concurring legal matters, “neither party is assigned the burden of argumentation and proof with respect to the requirements of Art 81 (3) EC Treaty”.

In the context of state aid under Article 87 EC Treaty the Commission has to respect the broadcasting regulatory body of the member states and the constitutional law that supports it. German constitutional law, for example, requires licence fee funding of public broadcasters without qualifying these fees as state aid, distortion of competition rules or as restrictions on fundamental rights of competing commercial broadcasters. In the framework established by the constitutional court there is neither a competence to abandon state funding nor even an autonomous role for the state in estimating and fixing the level of fees. Quite on the contrary, the state is bound by constitutional law to secure a well functioning funding-system that enables the existence and future development of public broadcasting. Community authorities have to respect this initial situation in member states broadcasting law instead of defining their funding-systems solely in eco-
nomic terms and values excluding the cultural dimension of broadcasting. Against this background one might accept the classification of licence fees as state aid under Article 87 (1) EC Treaty although there are numerous arguments against this classification. But, finally, the constitutional based structure of the member states’ financing systems have to be taken into account by EC authorities. This has to lead to a justification within European competition law. This “immanent justification” is to be based on Article 86 (2) EC Treaty. Public broadcasters are entrusted with the operation of cultural services that also have economic components and effects. It follows that the classification of “services of general economic interest” is applicable to them and that the “particular tasks assigned to them” have to be respected. This classification has repercussions for the framework of Article 87 EC Treaty of which the substantial one is that the national public interest, inherent public broadcasting funding systems, is not fully open for proportionate reasoning aspects on the level of European competition law.

This restricted control-capacity of European competition law also generates consequences for the scope of the public service remit. The Commission, in particular, has no competence to divide public broadcasters programmes into diverse components and then, for instance, ask whether the launching of a new TV channel is compatible with the common market. This has to be regarded as an intervention in national broadcasting law that ignores the constitutional law-based programming autonomy of public broadcasters. It is this programming-autonomy that also makes it impossible for the Commission to refer solely to the necessity of a “definition” of the public remit by the member state. Instead of this, European competition law must respect the legal relationships and infrastructures developed in the Member States to cope with the public remit under conditions of complexity; that is why the Amsterdam Protocol does not only speak of “de-
fining” the public remit by the Member States but also of “conferring” and “organising” it. This does not exclude the limited competence the Community may have to observe and promote the member states’ efficiency in providing new controlling-architectures, particularly in the fields of an eroding public service remit. But this kind of “second-order” observation through European competition law, taking shelter behind the given institutional framework, always has to hold a limited competence. However, this raises the question whether a new productive role for European competition law in new frameworks is imaginable.

V. The erosion of the public remit as a challenge for European competition law in the audio-visual sector

1. The German “dual” broadcasting system and its political references

In which way the new multi-media environment affects traditional public service broadcasting obligations may in our context again be demonstrated at the German “dual” broadcasting system. As mentioned above, the legal structure of the “dual” system is, to a great extent, the result of the case law of the Federal Constitutional Court. The Constitutional Court particularly structured the transformation of the traditional public monopoly into a more competitive order by using a specific political concept of the function of public broadcasters in a pluralistic mass democracy (“society of organisations”). More precisely the court’s basic premises of public service obligations in broadcasting had been, and are still today, closely linked to a state centred model of the process of the
formation of political demands and objectives. In this concept of the formation of the political will the media plays an important integrative role linked to the integrative function of political parties. The political parties are “connection links” between the citizen and the state. They fulfil significant tasks in pre-forming political and social cohesion. Political parties reduce complexity by creating alternatives out of the variety and diversity of political and social movements found in society. Political parties, therefore, develop a considerable contribution in keeping the political decision-making process running. The ruling government can refer to this institutionalised reduction of alternatives and exactly this, the capacity of a ruling power to generate collective binding decisions, guarantees the “unity” of the state. This is remarkable because it ensures this “unity” even after the transformation of the “homogenous” liberal democracy into a pluralistic mass democracy, i.e. a democracy based on parties and other associations who tend to cumulate particular interests and present them as the general will.

Television and radio (as substantial elements of the media) have to be located at the bottom of this top-down model. Broadcasting organisations are comparable to political parties as they also have to be considered as “connection links” between the people and its representatives elected to parliament and government. Therefore, the media system is part of the components that pre-structure the formation of the (general) political will. To circumscribe this pre-structuring work for stabilising the political system and the state the Federal Constitutional Court uses the notion of “free formation of opinion” (freie Meinungsbildung), a notion that finally refers to the tradition and social function of “public opinion”. In the Constitutional Court’s conception, the public sphere, in which the free formation of opinion is taking place, forms a hinge between the political state and the institutions of civil society (associations, firms, family, neighbourhood,
friends etc.). The public has, in other words, to be located underneath the government, as the decision-making centre of the state, but superior to society and its inherent processes of self-organisation and self-regulation. Once located here, it is almost natural to then enrich this conception by the expectation that opinions formed in the public sphere have better chances to be reasonable. This expectation ends up in a boost of the rationale of the public sphere and, at the same time, makes it impossible to think about the public sphere in terms of dispersed, fragmented, scattered etc. The concept of a public that would be fragmented into versions would destroy the presupposition of a homogeneous public sphere or a unitary public. But this presupposition is essential to the entire conception because the unitary public has constitutive functions for the formation of the general political will and, finally, the ability of the government to produce collective binding decisions. From another point of view, it is the construction of a hierarchical relationship in which the public sphere is valued higher than processes of private law based relationships that enables the concept of public opinion to have exclusive constitutive functions for democracy and the “unity” of the state. This also means that media law and the specific obligations public broadcasters are subject to are built on a state centred model and its political references.

2. The origins of the state centred model

From the viewpoint of constitutional theory, the starting point of this state centred model of media law is a strong idea of “political unity” which is rooted in remaining stocks of the pre-modern teleological conception of politics (and society). For in the same way it is in the civic virtue tradition from Aristotle to Hannah Arendt the objective
end of man to become a real self through being a “zoon politikon”, it is the destiny of the public sphere to end up in the unity of a collective will. And moreover, this collective will has to be separated sharply from “Economic man” and the infrastructure of conventions, trust and “social capital” which are generated through the networks of relationship related to autonomous decisions of individuals and organisations. This may be an overstatement, but at least the Federal Court’s model of society is closer to the tradition of Rousseau (or Hobbes in some points) than to the other main line of European political thought for which John Locke or Adam Smith may be significant examples.\footnote{46}

In Rousseau’s *Contract Social* the “volonté générale” is, of course, not any more linked to the factually given tradition of the old civil society (societas civilis) and its concept of virtue\footnote{47}, but a result of free born individuals and their general will. Nevertheless, Rousseau’s understanding of the social contract is still patterned on the conception of absolute monarchy and therefore, from the outset, a public one.\footnote{48} Thus, he constructs the “volonté générale” as a form of the unity of a “corporate and collective body”\footnote{49} in which the individual must transcend its distinctive personality through identification with the “general will” located in the public sphere.\footnote{50} It is just a variation on this theme of the European civic virtue tradition of the classical age when the German Federal Constitutional Court judges in the Lüth-case, commonly considered to be the ruling case of the Court’s settled case law, that under the German Constitution “the citizen” is free, but nevertheless is bound to “the community” and its basic values.\footnote{51}

In any case, the court’s conception of public opinion does not rest on the Locke/Smith line of European political thinking, on individual responsibility and a more pragmatic orientation to the necessity of reaching common decisions on common matters from time to time. On the contrary, it is based on the prerequisite of a constitutive
weight of a public realm in which the formation of a general will takes place without
being disturbed by mere economic “individual” interests. To put it even on a higher
level of abstraction: in its perspective terms like virtue, morality and legitimacy belong
to the public and can only be reproduced in the public. In other words, a well function-
ing public sphere is an irreplaceable pre-condition not only of the “unity” of the state,
but also for the “unity” of society. The question how the state can produce unity under
the condition of a state/society distinction (and other distinctions like state/media,
state/religion, state/science etc.) is answered from a state-centred perspective: the state
is the unity of this distinction! The paradox that the state makes the difference and, at
the same time, appears as the unifying force of the state/society distinction can be solved
in the reality of the political process. The political process is embodied in the flow of
time. Yet, the flow of time enables the state to produce and reproduce his own unity
(and that of society) by the given constitutional means and institutions of a mass democ-

3. The deficits of the state-centred conception when applied to dynamic
markets

If we, for a moment, turn back to the point where our reflections have been starting, we
might now realise better which significant role public service obligations do play for
Germany’s “dual” broadcasting system. The public sphere in the state centred model of the federal court and the political framework of the “dual system” is not just public sphere in the meaning of bringing something to public attention or familiarity. Quite contrary, the public sphere is a constitutive component of political democracy. Not only public but also private broadcasters, therefore, are bound to legal obligations and requirements that derive from an understanding of media law closely linked to this political conception which itself is determined by the requirements of setting up and reproducing a collective order as the Constitutional Court sees it. But that means, at the same time, that the basic regulatory values and policy objectives the court has established hitherto are references to this state centred model of the unitary public. This is, in particular, true for public service obligations. And today’s problem is that these obligations loose their evidence when this unitary public dissolves itself into a multiplicity of fragmented public spheres under the conditions of a “post-modern society”, i.e. a society following a new “networking logic” based on horizontal relationships without center and peak.

This argument may be made clear on the example of the objective of “diversity of opinions” which, in the courts’ view, has to be provided and maintained by the “dual system”. The idea of a diversity of opinions may be evident as long as the idea refers to a political system based on the traditional left/right distinction and a society built upon social classes and milieus closely connected with the world of politics. Under these preconditions it may be interpreted in the sense that all major political trends found in society must have the chance to be represented in TV programmes or that these programmes, therefore, shall be diverse. But was does diversity of opinions mean in the age of multi-channel broadcasting and programme-bouquets? What is diversity of opinions on special-interest channels, like movie- or children-channels? What is diversity of
opinion in public service prime time programmes like, for instance, the big Saturday-night show. The election of Miss Italia still may function as a forum of exchanging diverse opinions on the best looking Italian girl, but this has no longer anything to do with the classical concept of the “free formation of opinion”. This does not assert that this classical idea is vanishing completely. But the traditional policy objectives of public service broadcasting and with them, the shape and the scope of the public service remit, loose the evidence they had as long as the state centred broadcasting law model could claim a quasi-natural plausibility and legitimacy for itself.

Although it was never fully convincing to politically functionalise media law and the autonomy of public broadcasters, a sober analysis might show that the conception of public service broadcasting, the conception of building a state independent organisation and to finance it through license fees, had been a persuasive solutions in times of the traditional monopoly. But this entire framework had to get under enormous pressure once it was opened for competition with commercial broadcasters. After this had happened it became clear very fast that it was no more the general political will which provided the rules and distinctions public broadcasters are subject to, but the dynamics of network economics and the ever seeking process for attention and audiences. In the new framework public and private broadcasters are more or less driven by a novel “Economy of attention”\(^\text{53}\) that is closely linked to the “economics of networks”\(^\text{54}\), i.e. that media markets are in a considerable extent driven by “informational cascades”\(^\text{55}\) and other forms of positive feedbacks, by “winner-take-all” markets and path-dependencies. Given these facts, it is surprising that the Federal Constitutional Court proceeded with his traditional state centred conception and applied it to the new competitive order of the “dual system”. It has only corrected this model marginally so that, for instance,
commercial broadcasters are, in general, subject to the same pluralism and quality standard obligations. But the same legal standards, obligations and requirements now refer to fundamentally changed pre-conditions. The new network driven economy and the new rules of attracting audiences in times of information overload force public broadcasters to new policies that are often described as a form of “self-commercialisation”. I cannot go into a more detailed analysis here, but this is true in some respect. Due to the growing scarcity of attention in the new multimedia environment, public broadcasters at least feel themselves to be forced to make their programming more attractive, e.g. by investing huge amounts of money in big (commercial) events like football world championships or formula 1. Otherwise they fear to be found at the periphery of public attention one day. But high ratings and more of the same cannot be adequate answers of public broadcasters to the challenges of the new multimedia conditions because this would, in a long term, undermine their own legitimacy.

4. Intermediate remark

To avoid misunderstandings it should be, at this present point, remarked again that these new complex problems primarily have to be tackled within the legal orders of the member states. New solutions have to be found and, according to the network concept sketched above, the focus on law has to be shifted from decision-making to a more procedural approach, to an approach which lays emphasis on structuring and binding cooperative learning capacities within new (hybrid) forms of law. Under the condition of dynamic and intensely competitive markets, and given the speed of change in information technology, it is at least predictable that it will not be sufficient to refer on a more
concise description of the public service remit; this would cause unacceptable inflexibility for public broadcasters. But it does not seem to be very prolific either to produce long lists of purpose-orientated programmes circumscribing the “mission” of public broadcasters in the “digital age”. This does not mean that such policy programmes are senseless at all or not applicable to the meaning structures of the political system (they fit, needless to say, perfectly). But it does mean that highly fuzzy sets of regulatory values are an inappropriate legal answer under conditions of rapid change. Under conditions of a still unknown future purpose orientated programmes will only bring about good intentions without any institutionalised legal capability to control them. Therefore new forms of self-regulation and self-control have to be introduced, but also new forms of mutual observation, co-regulation and controlling through parliaments and through (novel) external institutions like private monitoring agencies.

5. **Towards a new role of EC competition law in the audio-visual sector**

Despite these efforts on the level of national law, the tendencies of the erosion of the public service remit may also foster the acceptance to seek for a new and productive role of European competition law. In a new framework European competition law should primarily concentrate on creating new relationships of mutual observation and co-operation between national public broadcasters and European institutions. Such an approach might start form the assumption that European competition law should not be built on a general idea of the common market as such. This is a necessity because of the distinctive nature of media markets that are, as noted above, driven more or less by a novel “economy of attention”. For this new cultural-economy differs significantly from
the old industrial economy, European competition law has to adjust to the new rules of
this economy more than it has done hitherto. That involves that European competition
law has to re-examine and specify its underlying competition policies in the audio-visual
sector. At least it should be possible to develop an understanding of the autonomy
of national public broadcasters as an ongoing institutional experiment to interrupt the
economic constraints of the new network-economy, especially its tendencies to produce
self-blocking “informational cascades” and “winner-take-all” market phenomena.

In such a framework new possibilities for European competition law may come
to the fore, especially in the sense of stabilising the capacity of media markets to renew
themselves. With the transformation of the traditional public broadcasting monopoly to
competitive “dual” systems it becomes clear that even public broadcasters are, to some
extent, forced to follow the rationale and rules of a new economy of attention. This has
consequences for the binding effect of broadcasting law and the obligations of the pub-
lic remit. In particular, it becomes much more difficult at this point to evaluate the pub-
lic interest of public broadcasters’ activities. If, for example, the ZDF, a German public
broadcaster, plans to build a “media park” close to its administrative-headquarter, can
one argue that such an undertaking will necessarily be motivated by the promotion of its
“brand”. Such an argumentation may not be totally wrong, but this example shows at
the same time that it cannot be an appropriate answer to the challenges of the new mul-
timedia environment to cover every activity under the term of public interest if it is only
good for attracting attention in times of information overload and fragmented audiences.
Under this assumption finally every activity of public broadcasters would per se be a
fulfilment of public interest obligations. In the logic of this reasoning public broadcast-
ers one day might legitimise the establishment of their own motor company by the ar-
argument that in a society in which the distinction between the media and the reality becomes fuzzy public broadcasters have not only to be present on the screens, but also in the streets.

Of course, this intellectual pastime may be an overstatement again. But it reveals again that in the future it will not be sufficient to create “definitions” of the public service remit. European competition law has to be based on a more procedural rationality, it should concentrate on the argumentation and reasoning with which public broadcasters legitimise their strategies of expanding in new fields of audio-visual business. If national public broadcasters are working on activities that are obviously not within the public remit, as the member states have hitherto been organising and practising it, the Commission should have the capability to force public broadcaster to disclose these plans to broader audiences and explain the internal strategy lying behind them; this might be qualified as a form of “disclosure requirement”. 60 The state funding by licence fees, for example, in my view has to be understood as a form of “risk-capital” that allows public broadcasters to some extent to step aside from the constraints of (advertising) market forces and to counteract short-term-interests. It could be a purpose of a renewed European competition law to observe whether public broadcasters use this “risk-capital” for innovations and high quality programming related to specific public interest production values. Such a burden of proof may include the duty of European institutions to co-operate on such issues with national parliamentary bodies and courts to increase the opportunities of mutual irritation of public institutions on various levels. This strategy should be orientated towards the aim to strengthen the capability of public broadcasters to define and assess their own development under conditions of dynamic markets. But this strategy has to be institutionalised on a European and a national level and
that means that it has to be built on new forms of co-operation and co-ordination among national and European institutions. This might have institutional consequences on the European level as well. In particular, it might be a point of further debates whether the EC media policy, now strewn vertical in different departments (DG X competition/DG XIII technology), should not be tied closer towards a more integrated form of institutionalisation. At least one should examine the possibility of legal obligations to closer co-operation and co-ordination between various departments.
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